
Mobile Made Simple

Company Overview



Who We Are

About Mobile Card Cast 
Mobile Card Cast (MCC) is a complete, full‐service Mobile Marketing firm. We are involved in 
all aspects of our customers’ mobile implementations; from initial consulting, campaign 
brainstorming and development, campaign implementation, content conversion and delivery, 
client and user technical support, and campaign reporting. We strive to serve our customers 
as their internal mobile department, allowing them to leverage our knowledge and 
technology to maximize the effectiveness of their mobile endeavors. Our full list of products 
and services is available at www.mobilecardcast.com. 

Our Experience 
Mobile Card Cast has been providing mobile marketing and technology solutions to our clients 
since 2006. We have multiple products in various verticals, as well as dozens of companies 
using our technology and expertise. We have implemented many campaigns, from simple 
text‐ins to more robust content delivery and text‐to‐win sweepstakes, and have processed 
millions of SMS messages to date. We are not a passive vendor, but instead are actively 
helping our customers understand the possibilities offered by the most cutting edge mobile 
technology, constantly suggesting campaign and product ideas, and diligently following each 
campaign with full reports.
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Our Process
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Although it is important to have cutting edge technology in-house, at Mobile Card Cast we feel it it’s 
the industry knowledge and knowledge of our client’s process that is the most important.  With 
advances in technology occurring everyday, it is our job to ensure that our clients are aware of market 
opportunities and value-added benefits made possible by these technological advances. In short, we 
will ensure that you stay ahead of the curve. 

Understanding the Process: 
• Concept
• Presentation
• Budget
• Legal
• Roll Out / Training
• EXECUTION
• Post Program Recap and Analytics

EXECUTION

Concept

Presentation

Budget

Legal

Roll Out

Training

Post 
Program



Mobile Websites

Mobile Content 

Conversion

Our Mobile Technology

Mobile MarketingGateway App™
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Text Message:

Use simple SMS 
triggers for the 
creation and 
implementation of 
interactive mobile 
programs meant to 
engage consumers 
and build brand 
awareness.



Mobile Website Strategy

www.mobilecardcast.com

Mobile Card Cast will use your current 
website as a template for both creative and 
functional execution. The mobile medium 
requires relevant information to be 
presented in a usable, organized, and 
digestible fashion. As such, Your Mobile 
Website will use the existing databases that 
power your current website, but present a 
subset of the information and functionality. 
Using your existing domain and mobile 
detection software, customers will be 
redirected to the Your Mobile Website if 
they’re using a web enabled mobile device. 
This provides a seamless integration and 
consistency for your brand.
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Total Subscribers Using Mobile Internet:
• 60.94 Million

Total Software/App Download:
• 36.01 Million
Source: The Nielsen Company



Mobile Store Finder™

One of the main reasons adults use the internet on their mobile device is to 
find a store locations and store hours.  Mobile Card Cast has developed a 
Mobile Store finder™ specifically to provide instant access to store locations 
for any company, chain, or franchise.  

Brand Store Locator: For companies with multiple brands, each brand will 
have a unique Mobile ID™ to advertise their brand, and an entry point on a 
mobile landing page. The landing page will not only allow consumers to 
search the nearest location of a particular brand, it can introduce 
consumers to the company’s other Brands.  From here we can expand the 
experience to include special product offers, coupons, and national 
programs.

Database: Accounts can be added or deleted in real time via online and 
mobile.  All existing accounts will be added during the initial migration and 
will be the sole responsibility of Mobile Card Cast.  The entire process is  
turn key.

• Real Time Product Search

• On Premise & Off Premise Solution

• New Way to Introduce New Brands

• Fully Turn-Key Solution

• Mobile uploading capabilities

• Web to mobile, and mobile to mobile content delivery.

• MOBILE ID™ unique identifier for each account.
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Content Conversion - OLiViA™

In conjunction with overwhelming increase in smart phones over the 

last few years, and the proliferation of your basic handset, the ability 

to deliver rich media content has become more important for brands.   

Mobile Card Cast Conversion Capabilities - OLiViA™ :  

Understanding the dynamics of the consumer’s “I want it now” 

mentality, we have built an engine that will take a wide range of files 

and converts them to all required mobile formats within minutes. Our 

delivery engine will then identify your consumer’s phone 

manufacturer, carrier, OS, and deliver the proper format to the 

wireless device. Mobile Card Cast can accept, convert, and deliver 

the “Play of the Game” before the fans leave their seats.

In addition to providing the service from web to mobile, our 

conversion system also works mobile to mobile. Clients can upload 

video, audio, and pictures directly from their mobile phone and have it 

sent to any size audience within seconds.

• Convert any content to play on any enabled mobile device.

• Phone detection software.

• File storage and on-demand transcoding.

• Single point file conversion.

• Mobile uploading capabilities.

• Web to mobile, and mobile to mobile content delivery.
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Gateway Application
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Mobile Card Cast will implement the Gateway 
Application™ functionality for our Mobile Websites. 
This will allow users to install a Branded icon to their 
iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad or Blackberry device, and 
launch the Mobile Website as an APP for those 
devices (Android coming Fall 2010). When a user 
loads your Mobile Website, the user will be 
prompted to install the Gateway App™. This can be 
installed directly, with no need for the iTunes store. 
Any changes made to the Mobile Website will be 
reflected immediately in the installed Gateway 
Application™. 

A Gateway Application™ allows you to use the logo 
of your choice, and allow users to install an entrance 
to your Mobile Website as an app. You can leverage 
the power of having your brand on your user’s 
Mobile phone, without the cost of developing and 
maintaining a full iPhone/Blackberry app, or the 
hassle of using the iTunes store or AppWorld. For a 
fraction of the price, your brand can launch in one-
click. Any updates you do to your mobile website are 
immediately reflected in your Gateway App. 
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Download in Seconds



Simple SMS & Complex SMS 

As the Mobile Marketing sector grows, so does the use of SMS (or text 
messages).  Currently “texting” is the most common  form of 
communication in the world.  

Simple SMS: All non-session based messaging. For example, a simple text 
message sent to request future alerts and/or information.

Complex SMS: All session based, multiple message communication tied 
directly into one or more databases. For example, during the Guinness 
“Rate Your Pint” program, consumers were asked via SMS to rate their pint 
and identify what account they were located in. By doing so, this allowed 
the system to dynamically change the online rankings of the account in real-
time. 

Mobile Card Cast SMS Capabilities: Currently partnered with all national 
carriers, as well as Sony Ericsson internationally, we can activate a Mobile 
SMS campaign in over 180 countries. With database architecture being the 
core of our SMS capabilities, we specialize in Complex SMS to maximize our 
clients reach while lowering cost on POS further increasing the ROI.

• Powerful turn-key SMS gateway.
• Custom database building and maintenance.
• Global contracts with carriers.
• Custom online interface for program administration.
• Proprietary algorithms to increase speed of SMS delivery.
• MOBILE ID unique identifier for each account.

To: John Q Mobile User
From: 88500
______________________

Congratulations and thank you 
for participating in the 
Guinness “Rate Your Pint” 
Program. 

By texting GUINNESS to 88500
you Have just won a free 
Guinness T-Shirt!
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With the Mobile Card Cast Platform, companies will have the opportunity to allow advertisers to showcase their
products through live interactive videos, as well drive consumers to purchase their product immediately or
through physical retail locations.

Options / Benefits:

 Mobile Coupons (Go Green) – We can supply alphanumeric, bar, and QR codes to display on Mobile Phones.

 Mobile Internet Purchases – All Mobile Sites have secured checkouts for consumers.

 Internet Site Conversion – to Mobile (mobile sites)

 Content Delivery – One advertisement can now be viewed in multiple languages.

 Text Message Reach – Messages can now be sent with links for actual audio / video.

 Premium Services - Billing can be done directly on the consumers phone.

 Mobile Database – Build a database of loyal consumers who want to receive alerts in real-time.

Current Languages Offered:

 English
 Spanish
 Polish
 Chinese (Cantonese & Mandarin)
 Japanese
 Korean

Mobile Advertising
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Using our mobile technology, we provide event organizers or participants a fully mobile-enhanced event platform. 
Our platform covers the three phases of any event: pre-event, in-event, and post-event. 

Pre-Event:

Web-to-SMS: Allow attendees, exhibitors, and/or potential attendees to sign up via Web or SMS to receive event alerts

Mobile Website: Provide a mobile website with event information, registration options, directions, location information

In-Event:

 Real-time alerts: Real-time event information via SMS, such as schedule changes, event reminders, exhibitor information

Mobile Website: Updated schedule information, location information including local restaurants and attractions

 SMS Promotions: Provide live drawings, contests, information requests via SMS

Post-Event:

 Outbound SMS: SMS recaps, event results, follow-ups, surveys, etc.

 Future Events: SMS or Mobile web-based participation for future events

Mobile Event System
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Campaign Summary

Vote, Polling, Quiz Enables participation in voting scenarios, polls, quizzes or surveys. Multiple choice 
question, response scenarios.   Results can be tabulated for use in the marketing 
campaign.

Sweepstakes Easy to use contest entry forms allows the visitor to “Enter to Win” a promotional contest 

from the site.  User sees call to action through web, print, or TV media. Text {Keyword} to 

{Short Code} 

Text to Win
Allows the user to Opt In and enter a sweepstakes via SMS or text message.  

Text to Give Allows the user to Opt In triggering a PSMS transaction for charitable giving and 

fundraising.

Shopping or Wish List
The Shopping or Wish List allows the user to visit a mobile site, select from a list of 
products and have the list sent to the phone including detailed product information.   

Alerts Service
Opt in alerts service allows the visitor to receive additional information, while the brand 

can gather mobile numbers for future marketing campaigns. 

Viral Marketing with Send to 

Friend
Increase marketing reach by allowing visitors to send a text message including the mobile 

site or page URL or an email message to a friend.  This drives up traffic, increase Product 

awareness and create buzz around your brand!

Content Download Customer is able to purchase content from mobile storefront through PSMS

Messaging Campaigns
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Pre-Approved Messaging Campaigns:

Mobile Card Cast offers pre-packaged, pre-approved text based messaging campaigns that can be 
used in mobile marketing, mobile subscriptions, couponing and customer affinity initiatives.   Select from a 
pre-approved campaign that includes shared short code use. Campaigns can be up and running within 
5–10 business days.

Pricing is “All Inclusive” including setup, pre-approved user flows, campaign management and reporting. Campaign 
reporting will be automatically sent at the conclusion of the campaign, or clients can monitor results through Mobile 
Card Cast easy-to-use web reporting.

Custom Messaging Campaigns:

The messaging experts at Mobile Card Cast can help design, obtain carrier approvals and manage a custom 
messaging campaign.  For more information, please contact an Mobile Card Cast representative at 1.877.720.0988
or info@mobilecardcast.com

Note: Our messaging campaigns are carrier compliant and observe Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) best practices.

Messaging Campaigns - Explained
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Capabilities Recap
Turn Key Mobile Products

• Beverage Distributor Platform

• Mobile Event System

• Content Conversion

• Mobile Coupons

• SMS Gateway

• WAP Sites

• QR Code Generation/Management

Program Development

• Mobile Database

• Mobile Strategy

• Media Integration

• Research and Data

• Creative Concepts and Tactics

• Execution

SMS Gateway

• Vote, Polling, Quiz

• Sweepstakes

• Text to Win

• Text to Tech/Text to Screen

• Alerts Service

• Content Download

Program Management

• Manage Carrier Relations

• Technical/Content Management

• Ensure Compliant Service

• Aggregation

• Database Filtering

• Quality Assurance

• Planning and Timeline

• Reporting and Analytics

• Database Storage

• Custom Online User Interface

• Execution

Mobile Website

• Develop 

• Convert from Existing

• Mobile Commerce

• Phone Detection Software

• International Team

• Content Downloads
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Who We Work For:



How we work

Project to Project
Mobile Card Cast would be engaged in a pre determined execution of a specific mobile project 
that has a defined start and finish date.  Mobile card cast would be involved in every aspect of 
the execution from budgeting and timelines to go live and reconciliation of the project.

Retainer
Mobile Card Cast would be contracted for a defined fee to provide thought leadership on how 
to integrate mobile into an agencies client base.  Set amount of hours per month would be 
agreed to with a quarterly review to ensure fair value for both parties involved. 

As a project is determined all execution would be estimated separate from the retainer for 
time and materials.  As such MCC would give the agency preferred pricing status translating 
into 10% savings for the cost of any project we produce.
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CONTACT US:

John Lim

Founder / CEO

john@mobilecardcast.com

Mobile ID™ - Johnlim to 88500

John Packes

Director, Product Development

TheOtherJohn@mobilecardcast.com

Mobile ID™ - pax to 88500

Corporate Office:

Mobile Card Cast, Inc.

580 White Plains Road, Suite 115

Tarrytown, NY 10591

Toll Free: 1.877.720.0988

Fax: 914.462.3322

Vegas Office:

8367 West Flamingo 

Suite 200

Las Vegas, NV 89147

Poland Office:

UL. Karpacka 29 m55
41-608 Swietochlowice
Poland
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OBJECTIVE:  To create a new way to engage consumers with brand Guinness as well as educate the consumer about a quality pint.  In addition to the 
consumer’s objective, Guinness’s wanted to  educate the retailer on the importance of Quality to their bottom line while creating healthy 
competition within markets.

OVERVIEW:  The strategic approach to this campaign was to build awareness for the Guinness brand with interactive mobile marketing while 
educating consumers on what makes a pint a “Quality Pint”.  The program allowed a non-invasive way to tell the establishment how much they 
enjoyed or disliked the pint they were poured.  While the consumer rates the pint, the bar is measured against its peers creating a competitive 
environment amongst markets.  Each time a consumer texted the word “GREAT” to the short code “88500” they were asked a series of quality 
questions and then entered in a sweepstakes in which eleven winners received a trip to Dublin to tour the Guinness Brewery during the company’s 
250th anniversary.  POS materials were placed to educated consumers on the anatomy of a Guinness pint and provided a clear explanation of the 10 
point rating system.  Guinnessmobile.com showed rankings in real time and branded weekly reports were sent to retailers and wholesalers.  

Participating accounts for the Quality Text Program in NYC, Guinness’s number one market, put up a +7.4% and significantly outpaced the non-
participating accounts. The non-participating accounts were down in that same time period in the neighborhood of -4%. That is a 11.4% swing in 
the largest market in the country. We have seen similar trends in most of my other markets as well.

This campaign illustrates the ability of mobile to engage consumers and establishment staff creating a fun interactive way to promote loyalty, 
awareness of the brand and importance to quality when pouring a pint of Guinness.

MARKET:  Northeast, Midwest and Southeast

RESULTS:  This program was executed during the holiday season in November and December .  During this two month period there were 62,578 
completed entries.  That’s 1.22 pints rated per minute during operational hours of all participating retailers.  to There were 36,866 unique entries, 
of these Guinness achieved an opt in ratio of 62%, with 22,732 people asking to receive future alerts. The above numbers were achieved with 
limited advertising through POS in retail accounts.   

Case Study


